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Group helps
users overcome
drug addiction
Brenna Casey
Contributing Writer

According to a recent study
conducted by the National
Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse (CASA), nearly half
of America’s full-time college
students participate in the use of
illicit drugs or the abuse of prescription medications. In response
to this statistic, Doug, John, and
Mike have established a Narcotics Anonymous meeting here
at SCSU to assist students who
struggle with addiction.
Narcotics Anonymous (NA) is
a program which assists its members in their search for freedom
from addiction. Focusing primarily on the disease of addiction as
opposed to any specific drug, NA
broadly reaches out to addicts
of all nationalities and social
classes, making for an understanding and nurturing environment.
Unlike Alcoholics Anonymous
and other addiction programs
which concentrate fundamentally
on one’s spiritual growth and
outside pressures which impact
the addict’s life, NA looks at the
internal causes and effects of the
overall addiction and chooses to
call upon one’s personal “higher
power” to “get clean.”
“We are not one of those
‘heavy-handed’ meetings where
we take turns being the ‘disapproving parent’ and judging our
members,” explained Mike. “We
have to keep things light.”
These three men represent the
idea that nearly everyone has the
ability to recover from their addictions, as each of their experiences
is relatable and inspiring to their
members.
“We aren’t one of those
groups where you’re not allowed
to laugh or refuse to allow our
members to leave the room,”
Doug said, his statement met with
laughs from the others.
They explained their purpose for beginning these sessions
within the SCSU community was

to allow individuals, particularly
students, to seek out or create a
different lifestyle as they replace
the “people, places, and things”
in their lives which prevent them
from living healthy and drug-free.
The meetings open with the
serenity prayer which summarizes
that the members are not necessarily responsible for their overall
disease of addiction, but that they
are responsible for their recovery.
The facilitators of SCSU’s
NA program explained that if an
individual is “honest, open-minded, and willing,” their recovery
is possible through the sincere
devotion to the 12 Steps and a
truthful admission of the destructive nature drugs have had within
his or her life.
Mike said that “Just because
you haven’t used in 20 years does
not mean that you’re recovered .
. . In order to win your battle of
addiction you must surrender and
let go.”
Surrendering poses an interesting paradox, since the true way
to conquer an addiction is to surrender oneself and admit defeat,
and move forward; in order to
win, you must lose.
An addict is defined as a
person who has become both
physiologically and psychologically addicted to a substance.
NA’s online resources provide
an insightful guide which identifies some traits and habits of an
individual with addictive behaviors. Understanding the impulsive
mind of an addict requires the
ability to identify with the idea
that “you want what you want
and you want it now” and both
the intentional and unintentional
“creation of chaos” within one’s
life.
“Addicts have the fantastic
ability to over-complicate even the
simplest of situations,” said John
as he explained the complexity of
addiction. While many individuals may not recognize the signs of

•See Support / Page 3

Farmers’ Market brings
local produce to SCSU
Staff Report
The Atwood Memorial Center
Community Farmers’ Market
brings in all types of food; some
are homemade dishes and others
are grown on farms.
One great aspect is that none
of the foods are processed or factory-canned, which coincidentally is
exactly what college students typically need but are often deprived
of.
The farmers’ market offers
many foods to students that can
be easily taken home or back to
dorms to be consumed later.
The Atwood Farmers’ Market
has been coming to SCSU since
2009 and has been part of the
overall St. Cloud community for

•See Farmer’s Market / Page 3
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SCSU students and faculty gather across campus to promote and check out the various organizations and programs offered on campus at the 2011 Mainstreet event Wednesday afternoon.

Mainstreet comes to SCSU
Jason Tham
Opinions Editor

Despite gloomy atmospheric conditions, Mainstreet managed to pull through Wednesday morning
at the outdoor mall of Atwood Memorial Center.
Mainstreet is an annual event, planned for every
fall semester at SCSU.
Mainstreet is managed by the Department of
Campus Involvement, which is comprised of the
Center for Student Organizations and Leadership
Development (CSOLD) and University Programming Board (UPB).
“We are very happy that it didn’t rain today. We
had some challenges because of the [department’s]
reorganization -- new people managing and trying to
get everything done,” said Nathaniel Schultz, coordinator for student organizations at the Department of
Campus Involvement.

More than 190 student organizations, community
connections and cultural groups showcased their associations at the event.
“In today’s ever-growing society, it’s really important to have extra-curricular and other good things
that you are involved in,” Schultz said.
Students and visitors explored extra-curricular
activities and volunteer opportunities at the different booths that were categorized as “Academics,”
“Honors Societies,” “Interest,” “Sports,” “Cultures”
and “Volunteer Connections.”
“If you are going to be investing in the future, the
Investment Club is a great option; if you want to be
in a business organization, there are other great options,” Schultz said.
“It is nice to be with different clubs and be a wellrounded person. It shows that you have a life and

•See Mainstreet / Page 3

SCSU student group profile: UPB
Kyra Loch
Asst. News Editor

Tara Gorman / Visuals Editor

Pure maple syrup adorned
a booth ready for SCSU students to come by purchase.

Wiz auditions at SCSU

The University Program Board
(UPB) is a student organization that
has a big impact on the campus and
students of SCSU.
UPB plans many different forms
of entertainment for students on
campus.
Concerts, speakers, Atwood After

Page 9
GREAT Theatre
hosted auditions for
its upcoming production of The Wiz
at SCSU.

Dark, Open Mic Night, film showings
in the Atwood Theater, and exhibits
at the Atwood Gallery are examples
of all the forms of entertainment
UPB plans.
“We’ll plan over 200 events
throughout the academic year,” Victor Bertrand, the president of UPB,
said. “The events are planned by
students, for students.”
UPB consists of eight different

committees, and each has their own
specific branch of event planning.
Each branch has a coordinator
who is in charge of that committee.
There are coordinators for the Mississippi Music Fest, Special Events,
Concerts, Films, Husky Night Life,
Visual Arts, Performing Arts, and
National Events.

•See UPB / Page 3

Business profile: Books Revisited

Page 5
This week’s business profile focuses
on St. Cloud’s own
Books Revisited.
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Farmers’ market

UPB
Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1
three years.
The farmers’ market
began on Monday and ran
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in
the Atwood Mall. There
was a good turn out for the
event, judging by the lack
of produce the farmers had
toward 3 p.m.
The market will continue on Mondays from 11
a.m. - 3 p.m. in the Atwood
Mall on September 12,
19, 26 and October, 3, 10,
17. The Atwood Memorial Center Community
Farmers’ Market is planned
to come back next year as
well.
Fresh zucchini fritters
were available for sampling on the Atwood Stage,
providing students and
community members with
a delicious idea on how to
prepare their own purchased produce.
From vegetables and
fruits to flowers and honey,
the farmers’ market provides a wide variety of food
and plants.
“We already have a
community garden and this
improves our garden,” said
Jan Gembol, a contributor
to the SCSU community
garden.
“It helps promote our
food,” said Tracy Ore, a

professor at SCSU who also
contributes to the SCSU
community garden.
The most common
difference between college
campus farmers’ markets
and the general community farmers’ markets is
the variety of people. The
difference between students and the public is in
quantity, students buy less
because they typically just
buy for themselves, while
the public is buying for an
entire family.
Farmers’ Market is a different kind of business that
is interesting to the youth.
Kimberly Kirri, an 11-yearold girl who has grown up
with the farmers’ market,
thinks that “it’s fun but hard
work.”
Kimberly continued, “I
like the thrive for market
the most.”
The produce market has
blossomed and is prosperous despite alternative
sources.
The more obvious difficulties are surprisingly less
common, such as growing
and selling and produce.
Some farmers commented
on the difficulty of keeping
their produce cold and fresh
during the event.
Pam Chemielewski has

Tara Gorman / Visuals Editor

The SCSU community took advantage of the fresh
produce and prices at the Farmers’ Market on Monday in the Atwood Mall
been in this business for
market] for 30 years now
quite a long time and thorand I like bringing fresh
oughly enjoys it.
produce to people,” said
“I’ve been in [farmers’
Chemielewski.

LGBT Center: a safe space for students
Michael Runyon
News Editor

Nestled in the corner of Atwood is a small room. Buttons
line the wall leading to this room. “Ally,” one reads, while others have rainbows on them.
The LGBT resource center may be tough to find, but they
fly their colors with pride.
Sara Kost is a graduate student and also an assistant at the
LGBT resource center.
“We provide a safe space for students to come and hang
out with other students that are either LGBT or supportive as
well as provide a space where students can work on homework
or use the computers or eat lunch or utilize our library or
come and find out information,” she said.
The LGBT resource center is more than a hangout spot for
those who want an LGBT- friendly space, however. The center
serves as an umbrella for the GLBT Alliance and OutLoud!.
Kost said that OutLoud! is the main organization that puts
on the drag show and the center puts on secondary support,
adding, “Our grad assistants are also advisers for the organization. The button-making happens here in the center. The
center also puts on their own specific programming with the
help of the other organizations. We all work together. We’re all
on the same page, the same level.”
The LGBT resource center also sponsors its own events.
The center’s primary purpose is to house a safe spot on
campus for LGBT students, straight students and allies. The
ally program is a program for those who wish to voice LGBT
awareness and acceptance.
Kost said, “I think it’s provided me with a space to come
to kind of get away from anything else in the world that’s happening. You come in and there’s always people in here. I’ve

met all of my friends basically through the center. It’s a very
social place. It provides a support system and a safe place to go
to and a fun environment for those of us who want to find a
community here.”
The center is located by the small theater in Atwood. The
center is open during Atwood’s normal business hours and
houses computers and a small library for students to use. Heidi
Aldes is their director.
Kyle Wilkinson, a current student at SCSU and active
participant with the center, said, “Through the center they
have October, which is LGBT history month, and we have safe
space trainings, speakers bureaus and the center is a blanket
organization over our other organizations. OutLoud! provides
a lot of activist programming on campus including “Guess the
Straight Person” and the drag show and random panels and
Out Proud week. The GLBT alliance provides a social gathering place for LGBTA students who are looking for social-ness
and a place to meet and hang out and have fun.”
The Speakers Bureau is a group comprised of LGBT
resource center members and their director. The bureau’s
main purpose is to go to classrooms and speak about different
LGBT issues. Professors can request that the LGBT resource
center have the Speakers Bureau go to their class and speak on
specific issues.
Kost said, “I think it’s important to mention that the
LGBT resource center is not for just LGBT people. Anyone
who has any issue, for instance if they’re writing a paper for a
class and need assistance with that. We have a large library of
books as well as articles and magazines and different things for
people to utilize. I think that someone who does not identify
as LGBT, who identifies with being straight or an ally can
feel welcome in here as well. I don’t think students should feel
afraid coming in here.”

Mainstreet
Continued from Page 1
you can balance it in the
future,” he added.
Freebies and organization information were
handed out at each booth.
Food and beverages were
provided throughout by
Coborn’s.
“I am thrilled that there
are so many people out
here,” said Ona Lawrence, a
non-traditional student who
represents Conflict Resolution Services for Students.
“To see the people who
stopped by . . . and they are
very interested to find out
about the small groups.”
Lawrence said that getting involved with student
organizations can help students to know more people
and expand their college
experience.
Some student organizations also performed at the
main stage of the mall, hoping to attract more attention
from the visitors.
“What we are doing here
is that we are advertising our
organization,” said Chameera Ekanayake, an SCSU
senior and former president
of Ayubowan Sri Lanka
Organization.

“We have a couple of
events that are coming
up, such as ‘We go to the
temple’ and Sri Lankan
Night,” Ekanayake said.
Students and community
members can sign up for
more details at the various
booths, leaving their contact
information so they can be
reached for future activities.
“We wanted students
to be attracted to the Sri
Lankan culture, and join us
to enjoy different type of
food and performances,”
Ekanayake said.
“Basically, for people
who want to learn about
other cultures, students
organizations are the best
place to go to,” Ekanayake
said, “Everybody can come,
you don’t have to be a member yet.”
“Mainstreet is a good
opportunity. A lot of people
visit different booths. If
students have any questions,
I’d love to explain to them,”
Ekanayake said.
“This is a successful
event,” Schultz concluded,
“There are a lot of people
here and everybody is enjoying themselves.”
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Will Yu, son of Hung-Chih Yu, an SCSU travel and
tourism professor, demonstrates ‘The Leaky Landfill.’ It is an interactive device made by the National
Science Teacher’s Association to show how to clean
up pollution

UPB also has an Executive Board made up of the
president and three vice
presidents who run the overall organization.
There is also a Summer
Programming committee
responsible for summer
events, such as the Lemonade Concert and Art Fair.
UPB is free to join; any
student can join any of the
committees, at any time, he
or she may be interested in
working on.
“I joined my freshman
year, and I joined because of
how great an impact UPB
has on SCSU,” Bertrand
said.
Bertrand said joining
UPB provides many opportunities, including putting
the experience on a resume,
being able to change things
on campus, and using the
experience to grow and prepare for life after college.
Each committee meets
once every week. Students
who are not able to make
the meeting time can sign
up to be sent e-mails with
meeting minutes and information.
Events planned by UPB
are funded through student
activity fees.
UPB events are completely free, because students
have already paid for them.
“Students should get
involved so they know where
their student activity fees are
going,” Bertrand said.
Bertrand said it is important for students to join if
they want a part in deciding
entertainment and events
that happen at SCSU.
“UPB gives the students
the freedom of what we
want to see on campus,”
Bertrand said.
UPB events are planned
a semester in advance and
as the school year progresses.
“Planning events for
18,000 students is challenging,” Bertrand said. “We
want to please everyone.”
Bertrand said a goal is to
have SCSU students attend
at least one UPB event every
year.
Upcoming UPB events
are the weekly Atwood
Movie Night; Scream 4
will be featured Sept. 8-11.
Atwood After Dark will be
on Sept. 23, and SCSU’s
Family Weekend on October 1-2.

Support
Continued from Page 1
addiction initially, it is
important for individuals interested in NA to remember that
“we are all newcomers” and
recovery is possible.
If you, a friend, or a loved
one is struggling with an
addiction, there are readily
available resources to assist on
the road to recovery.
One member explained,
“when you’re not moving forward, you’re moving backward
. . . You’re going up a down escalator so you must constantly
be progressing, everyday.”
Most members do not
become addicts in a day, so it
is realistic to expect that steps
must be taken toward recovery,
steps which are intended to
lead to a better and healthier
life.
Open meetings for addicts
and their friends and families,
as well as any individuals looking to have a better understanding of addiction, occur
on Thursday nights at 7:30
p.m. in the Atwood Memorial Center in the Mississippi
Room. Closed meetings for
addicts only, which are meant
to protect the anonymity of
its members, are held at the
First Presbyterian Church on
Fourth Avenue South in St.
Cloud on Tuesdays at 7:30
p.m.
For more information,
please visit www.na.org.

Events
Calender

Get the scoop on
what’s going on around
campus this week.

Tuesday
D2L one-on-one
consultation
10a.m.-11a.m.
This event is free and
open to the public. The
event will take place at
the Miller Center, room
205. The event will
instruct attendees to
use D2L in their classes
and work.
Outlook 2010 /
2011: Working with
the Calendar
10a.m.-11a.m.
The event is free and
open to the public. The
event is a workshop
that will instruct people
in how to use the
Outlook Calender to
schedule appointments
and stay organized.

Wednesday
Multitasking and
Teens/Teens Workshop and
Webinar
3:30p.m.-5:30p.m.
This event is free
and open to the
public. The event will
teach faculty on the
emotional, cognitive
and social implications
of multitasking. The
workshop will also be
held online via Adobe
Connect.

Thursday
Peace Corps
Programs/
Employment
Presentation
10:30a.m.-1:00p.m.
and 4:30p.m.-5:30p.m.
The event is free and
open to the public.
The Peace Corps
will be conducting a
presentation on their
program and possible
employment. This
event will take place at
Centennial Hall room
207.

Saturday
Chinese Moonlight
Festival
5:30 p.m.-10 p.m.
This event will cost $5
for students and $8 for
faculty and community
members. The largest
Chinese organization
on campus will host
the event. The event
will showcase Chinese
culture, development
and legends.
If you have an event you’d
like to see here, email news@
universitychronicle.net.

News
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Safety tips for students
Staff report
On August 28, a St. Cloud State student was the victim of an armed
robbery that took place only minutes away from campus. Unfortunately,
he “sustained personal injuries and personal property was stolen,” as
stated in the Safety Alert sent out by Public Safety.
It is important both students and faculty understand the steps they
need to take to ensure their own safety. Putting these steps into practice
can help decrease the chance of an event like this taking place.
Public Safety has a set of instructions that they feel will help: always
travel in the company of others, report any suspicious activity or persons
to the St. Cloud police (911) and then Public Safety (320-308-3333), and
as a preventative measure the university escort service is available. Those
seeking the university escort service can call the Public Safety line. Public
Safety will give rides or walking escorts for those who do not feel safe
walking on or near campus free of charge.
There are also blue-lights located around campus for those in immediate danger. One can press the button on the lights to call Public Safety.
The lights are located around the campus area.
It is also important to save Public Safety’s phone number. If a student doesn’t have the number when something happens or an escort is
needed, safety can become threatened. There are also stations around
campus that have a button that students may push to receive help.
Some students have already started to take precautions for their
safety. Freshman Leslie Gardiner explains, “I never leave my dorm room
at night alone. I’m constantly looking around to make sure I’m aware of
my surroundings as well as making sure I have everything.”
According to Public Safety’s website, theft was the second highest
crime in 2008. There were 133 reports of theft for that year. Liquor law
violations came in at number one with 144 incidents reported.
More information regarding the steps that students should take, for
their safety, can be found on the Public Safety website, http://www.stcloudstate.edu/publicsafety. On the left-hand side of their website, under
the campus safety link, are some safety tips.
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Safety tips courtesy of Public Safety’s website
• Be aware of your surroundings (i.e. campus grounds, outside your offcampus residence, public areas).
• Watch for shrubbery that needs trimming, lights that are burned out,
other people around you and places where someone could be hiding.
• Be alert to potential dangers. If something does not “feel” or “look”
right, trust your instincts. Leave the area and call for assistance.
• Walk with friends and use available safety escort and bus services.
Avoid jogging or bicycling alone.
• Always walk and ride in well-lit and well-traveled areas. Vary your
routes and schedule. Do not wear stereo headphones as they can distract
you and may prevent you from hearing a potential threat to your safety.
• If you have a mobile phone, keep it with you at all times.

University Communications monitors SCSU’s Facebook
Jun-Kai Teoh
Editor-In-chief

SCSU’s Facebook page has been around since December
of 2007, and as Facebook has become increasingly relevant in
the lives of students and the community, University Communications has put in more effort into running it as well.
The SCSU Facebook page is managed by 19 administrators, including a graduate assistant, and follows a social media
guideline document that was written a number of years ago.
“It’s a publication like [our] Outlook magazine, our website, SCSU Today, so many of the same rules apply,” said Jeff
Wood, Director of Web Communications.
Wood said that they use a “common sense sort of judgment” when it comes to moderating the comments and posts
on SCSU’s Facebook page.
“It’s a pretty open kind of environment on Facebook,”
Wood said. “It’s a place where you can criticize, suggest; it is a
community discussion.”
The moderation that Wood and his team of administrators do is kept primarily to commercial posts or comments.
Wood said that “anything of commercial nature are deleted.”
Since its inception, SCSU’s Facebook page has banned
two individuals from commenting and posting on the page.

Wood and his team of administrators sometimes even
check over the weekend “in case there’s a hot topic and somebody goes off the rails.”
“Even though we didn’t post that comment, we’re responsible for it being there,” he said, “and if it hurts a third party,
even though we didn’t write it, we allowed it to be published.”
Wood credits Facebook’s insistence on accountability for
the “much more courteous” level of discourse.
“Contrast that with the St. Cloud Times chat, [where
there’s] anonymity, and people say terrible things.”
Both SCSU’s page on Facebook, and Facebook itself,
prohibits anonymous posting.
What sets Facebook apart from the various publications that University Communications put out is the level of
engagement; Wood said that even Twitter does not offer the
same type of conversation.
“Even our website, we publish and publish. On our website, we know people are coming to our front page but that’s
about all we know,” he said,
“[With Facebook] we’re finding out things about people
that we didn’t know.”
An example he mentioned was the roundabout construction on University Drive and Fifth Avenue South, which is
not an SCSU project but affects and engages students a great
deal.

“On the other hand we have a $45 million building that
will start construction in October, biggest building project in
the history of the university, and surprisingly little interest in
that,” he said, referring to the new science and engineering
building.
SCSU also keeps tracks of the statistics on their Facebook
page, noting that a “good chunk of our audience is actually
older.”
“Recent graduates, employees, community members – it
rivals that kind of 18- to 24-years-old student demographic,”
Wood said.
Other avenues that University Communications are exploring include Youtube and Twitter, though Wood said that
Facebook is their flagship social media right now.
“A big story will yield 30 likes and 10 comments, and that’s
a big day for us.”
Both SCSU’s “Social Media Guidelines for Staff and Students” document and SCSU’s “Anonymity on Facebook.com/
StCloudState.edu” policy can be found on the digital version
of this article. Note that “Social Media Guidelines” is still in
its draft stages.
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Business
Business Profile: Books Revisited
Zak Killermann
Online Editor

Whether it’s the first edition of “Grapes
of Wrath” you seek, a signed copy of “The
Shining,” the complete “Twilight” series or
a book for your child, Books Revisited has
(or can get) it for you.
“On the floor, we probably have close to
100,000 titles,” John Lee, owner of Books
Revisited, said, “with at least half of those
being books we purchased from the community.”
“It’s always kind of fluctuating . . . there
is some stuff that we don’t catalog and
some stuff that transitions through, but I
would say about a 100,000 titles in really
such a wide variety of areas, everything
from fiction to non fiction, older collectible
books, really the whole gambit.”
Books Revisited opened in 1991 and
was originally located next to the Paramount Theatre, but it wasn’t until 1995
that John Lee purchased it.
“It was a very small store, kind of a tiny
little book store back then. We just grew
the business down there, and in 1998 we
moved down to our present location,” Lee
remarked, going onto emphasize “just for
comparison, when the book store started
we were about 1,200 square feet, now we
are about 12,000 square feet.”
Lee continued to grow the business,
opening a second store located in the
Crossroads mall in 2005.
It may come as a surprise that Lee
didn’t major in English or business: he
graduated with a degree in Biomedical Science from SCSU in 1995.
“I was in between grad school and I
was really just looking for a break. My plan
was to run this store for a year until my dad
[who was retiring in a year] could transition in and I could go on to grad school,”
Lee said.
Now, more than 15 years later, Lee jokingly says “I just haven’t looked back.”
With close to 20,000 books in their sec-

ond location in the Crossroads Mall, Books
Revisited has a huge selection to choose
from.
“What makes each store unique is that
we buy books at both locations from customers, so one day we might buy a bunch
of books out at the mall that we don’t have
downtown, and vice versa,” Lee said. “We
do shuttle books back and forth, trying to
pretend like we know what will sell better at
each location.”
The main difference between the two
stores is that customers that each one draws
in, Lee explains.
The Crossroads Mall store tends to be
more impulse buyers, where the price-point
is much more important. Customers usually
just stroll in, not knowing what they need
until they see it.
Downtown, however, is more of a
destination store where customers go there
knowing exactly what they are looking for.
Books Revisited does offer special
orders. They have ties with numerous publishers, four textbook companies, and other
used book stores.
“Because we are an independent store,”
Lee elaborated, “I like to think that we try
harder. If a customer needs something, we
will go out of our way to find something for
them. If you go to a Barnes & Noble or a
chain store, certainly they are helpful too,
but a lot of times they are restricted to their
system and just can’t get it.”
The Internet has brought huge changes
for Books Revisited.
“Over the last 5 years, we’ve been finding things that we were never able to find
before,” said Lee.
Books Revisited does have almost all
of their inventory available online for
purchase through their website, as well as
many partner sites such as Amazon and
Barnes & Noble.
“We’ll get students who I am sure are
from St. Cloud State and they will order a
book off of Amazon and we end up shipping it to Stewart Hall,” said Lee chuckling,
“it happens all the time.”
Lee is excited for the future of the store,

Zak Killermann / Online Editor

Popular titles are displayed in the children’s section on an easily viewable table.
only a place where people can come and
contemplating many advances they may
shop, but also a place where people can
make to their stores. They want to tap into
come and relax for a while, get lost, read a
the student market more by offering more
textbooks, possibly extend their hours to be book and stretch their minds.”
For more information about Books Reopen later into the evening, and are even
thinking about adding coffee to the shop to visited as well as the opportunity to browse
their online collection, please visit www.
enhance the environment.
booksrevisited.com.
Lee wants Books Revisited to be “not

The next evolutionary step: tablets
Jun-Kai Teoh
Editor-In-chief

Are tablets the next evolutionary step?
Five years ago, the tech world had their eyes on netbooks as the next evolutionary step after laptops. Netbooks
were supposed to change the way we work on the move,
with smaller and more energy efficient designs than their
predecessor – the laptop.
Present day: the tech world has its eyes on tablets. Not
the touchscreen variant of the netbook or laptop, but small
5” to 10” sized touchscreen technical marvels, the most
popular model being the iPad or iPad 2.
But the same question that was posed to the netbook
era is being posed to the tablet generation as well.
Will they really succeed in replacing laptops? Are they
really the next evolutionary step in working on the go?
Tablets are fun to use; even though they have far less
processing power than netbooks or laptops, their apps are
lightweight and zippy fast in comparison to netbooks and
laptops.
But at the end of the day, tablets are still much like an
overgrown cellphone.
Companies are trying to change that, such as Citrix
releasing their new “Citrix Receiver” that allows tablets to

access Windows and Mac systems remotely.
It’s similar to SCSU’s VirtualLab, which also uses
Citrix.
So now we have Apple trying to sell the iPad as the
be-all-end-all tablet, we have the plethora of Android
tablets trying to set themselves apart, we have the quickly
disappearing HP Touchpad and its WebOS, as well as the
mysterious Windows tablets that have yet to appear.
But it’s still very much the “teen years” of tablets. They
have yet to decide which niche they want to fit in to, because it’s unlikely for them to replace laptops or netbooks
anytime soon, and they have little direction in terms of
development.
“Throw in everything!” seems to be the logic companies are taking with it. Tablets are good at little bits of everything, but once you scratch away the surface, they don’t
do anything that much better than a 4.3” smartphone
available these days.
Unless you’re a college student with much money to
spare, stay away from tablets for now.
You’re better off getting a beefed up smartphone, for
half the price of a tablet, or by just getting a netbook or
laptop.
Are tablets the next evolutionary step? Perhaps, as
there are definitely enough arguments for them to be, but

Technology

Photo courtesy of tabletraniendusingh.com

Tablets are still far too impractical.

as much as the geek in me would like to justify a fancy
tablet, it’s just not practical enough for the average user or
consumer.
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Local news bulletin: August 29 - September 4
Firefighters monitor 130
acre forest fire near Ely
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A lightning-sparked forest fire is being watched closely
by firefighters in the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness near Ely.
The fire is being monitored with help from water dropping aircrafts; the wildland firefighters are creating fire lines
to keep the fire from spreading further in the area.
The fire was first detected on August 18 and has grown
rapidly since then.
Lightening fires in the Boundary Waters area are usually
allowed to run their course in order to regenerate the forest.
This fire has been monitored more closely due to the
recent dry weather in the area.

Photo courtesy of wxow.com

Last Wednesday marks the 11th anniversary of State Patrol Ted Foss’s death.

Minneapolis fourth highest for
number of same-sex couples
Minneapolis has the
fourth highest rate of samesex couples according to a
study of 2010 U.S. Census
data.
Minnesota as a state
ranked 33rd in the country.
Minneapolis fell behind
San Francisco, Seattle, and
Oakland in the rankings.
Minneapolis’s ranking

has not changed much in
the past years. The city
ranked fourth in 1990 and
fifth in the 2000 Census.
The Census data is
encouraging some communities in the area to promote
their acceptance of samesex couples with the upcoming ban on gay marriage on
the 2012 ballot.

State cuts funds for honor
guards at veterans’ funerals
The American Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars, and
other groups are forced to search for new sources of funding
to give military honors to veterans who have died.
Minnesota will no longer pay for honor guards at veterans’ funerals.
The funding was discontinued as part of state budget
cuts.
Despite the cut, veterans groups say they will ensure
veterans receive their full honors.

University
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Police to increase enforcement of
‘move over’ law starting August 31
Minnesota police and state patrol will be
increasing enforcement of Minnesota’s Move
Over law starting August 31.
Last Wednesday marks the anniversary
of the death of Minnesota State Patrol Ted
Foss; Foss was killed in 2000 by a passing
vehicle as he was responding to a crash on
I-90 in Winona.
Foss’ death prompted the Ted Foss Move

Over law. This requires vehicles traveling on
a road with two lanes or more to move over
one full lane away from emergency vehicles.
Vehicles must also reduce speed if they are
not able to move over one lane
To date in 2011, State Patrol has cited
728 people for Move Over violations; 23
trooper vehicles have been hit and nine
troopers have been injured.

Social media used by Mayo Clinic to
recruit medical study participants
The Mayo Clinic has
started to use social media
to recruit participants for
medical research studies
The researchers have
found they can recruit large
amounts of subjects in a
quick amount of time.
A pilot study on spontaneous coronary artery
dissection was proposed by a
survivor of the disease who
wanted to know more about
the rare condition.

The survivor helped
recruit participants for the
study through an online support community for other
survivors.
The turnout was larger
than expected.
The goal of the pilot
study is to build an online
registry and DNA biobank
of up to 400 relatives and
survivors of spontaneous
coronary artery dissection.
The database will help doc-

tors with more detailed analyses of treatment strategies.
The pilot study will be
followed by a larger study of
the disease.
Researchers believe
social media can quickly pull
together a large number of
study participants from a
diverse group, more so than
other more conventioanl
methods.
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Lady Gaga’s crossdress controversy
Meg Iserloth
CoNTRIBUTING WRITER

“Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about

things that matter.”

Martin Luther King, Jr.

New shows wrongly
criticized for costumes

Kyra Loch
COLUMNIST

The arrival of the fall
season brings us the return
of some of our favorite
television shows. This is also
the time when big television
networks introduce many
brand new shows with the
hopes of attracting new
viewers.
Recently, some of these
new shows are being criticized for their sexist roles
and controversial themes.
Two shows in particular
are receiving most of the
criticism.
NBC’s “The Playboy
Club” and ABC’s “Pan
Am” are being called out
for their sexist themes and
revealing costumes for the
female characters. Both
shows are nostalgic dramas
set in the 1960s. NBC’s new
show is about the first ever
Playboy club opened in
Chicago; the show follows
the mysterious characters

of the Bunny cocktail waitresses and the visitors of
the club as they reveal dark
secrets and hidden agendas.
“Pan Am” shows us the
lives of stewardesses and
pilots at the height of luxury air travel in the 1960s.
People critical of the shows
believe the cleavage-baring
bunny costumes and tight,
form-fitting stewardess
uniforms are too revealing,
promoting sexism. They
also believe the occupations
that go with the revealing
costumes are sending a bad
message about women’s
roles.
Both occupations in
each of the television shows
are based mainly on looks.
For example, in “Pan
Am,” the stewardesses are
seen doing annual weigh-ins
and being checked to see if
they are wearing a girdle;
Bunny waitresses had to
be attractive and fill out
the uniform. However, the
goals of these shows are not
to promote the objectification of women or to create
bad role models.
The great thing about
these types of nostalgic
dramas is they are set in the
past and do not pretend to
be anything different than
what -- most likely -- happened.
Like another show
of similar fashion, “Mad

Men,” the characters and
their behavior may not
always be desirable. But the
shows are notable because
they stick true to what most
likely happened during
those times.
During the 1960s, holding a job like a Playboy
Bunny or a stewardess was
a big deal to some women.
They were considered
glamorous and powerful jobs to have. At the
beginning of the sexual
revolution and feminist
movement, women saw
these types of jobs as empowering and a way to take
control over where their
lives were going.
Times are different now
then they were back then.
While the weigh-ins and
judgment on appearances
may be appalling to us now,
back then it was normal
and understood for these
types of jobs.
These are fictional
shows with fictional characters that are not trying to do
anything more then attract
viewers and tell a story.
The opinions expressed on
the Opinions page are not
necessarily those of the
college, university system or
student body.

Comic Relief

For those of you who missed the Video
Music Awards (VMA) this year, a lot of
hype was stirred up in a number of places.
First there was Beyoncé’s pregnancy
announcement, which was broadcast all
over Twitter faster than you can say “put
a ring on it.” Then it was Daddy’s turn
to make headlines during Chris Brown’s
performance, when Jay-Z remained sitting with his arms folded coldly across his
chest. Justin Bieber might have forgotten
the fact that Chris Brown beat and choked
Rihanna until she passed out back in 2006,
but the look on Jay-Z’s face just screamed
guilty until proven innocent.
But those weren’t the only headliners
that have been popping up since last Sunday. As you may have guessed, the Lady
Monster arrived to the VMAs with a twist,
this time skipping the meat-suit for an even
more shocking look: a foul-mouthed Italian man by the name of Jo Calderone.
Yes, you read it right -- Lady Gaga
came to the VMAs this year as a man.
An article on eonline.com titled “Did
Lady Gaga Just End Her Career With
This ‘Embarrassing’ Jo Calderone?”
caught my eye today, not just because
Calderone’s appearance struck me as more
entertaining than embarrassing, but also
because it surprised me that a little improv
during an awards show could be so harmful to Gaga’s image. The article claimed
that her commitment to the Italian alterego put a dent in her brand.
“Gaga’s choice alienated and confused
her audience,” it stated. “For the record, in
the branding world, that is bad.”
But since when does a little change of
pace mean the end of a star, especially for
one of the most spontaneous and unpredictable stars we have in the limelight right
now?
I mean, even if you didn’t get to see
the crazy leather love-fest going on in the
“Alejandro” music video, you probably got
a glimpse of at least one of her crazy outfits she puts on whenever it’s time to leave
the house (and if you haven’t, do a quick
Google search when you get the chance trust me, it’s worth it).

Even if you don’t consider yourself
to be one of Gaga’s “little monsters,” it
should be pretty obvious that this girl will
do anything remotely exciting that goes
through her head, whether that means
sacrificing her brand image or not.
In fact, I was under the impression that
Lady Gaga’s brand image was that she was
spontaneous and crazy, so why would the
appearance of Jo Calderone be damaging
to her career?
If anything, wouldn’t this enhance her
image and make her even more controversial?
With that said, even more people
seemed to have a problem with the whole
gender-bending thing, as that was the only
thing to grace my Facebook news feed 48
hours after the fact. There were all kinds
of confused statuses posted about the performance, ranging anywhere from “WTF
is wrong with Lady Gaga” to “Told You
She Was Born A Dude” (which isn’t even
true, by the way - Gaga denied the hermaphrodite rumor in an interview with
Barbara Walters quite some time ago).
These types of reactions make me
wonder if the whole Calderone thing is
just widely misunderstood. We are talking
about the same chick who donned a pair
of sunglasses made of lit cigarettes while
she made out with a female prisoner in the
video for “Telephone,” right? Clearly the
Lady doesn’t follow the traditional gender roles anyway, so it probably shouldn’t
come as a surprise that she would throw a
cigarette behind her ear and play the role
of Manly Gaga for a night.
Instead of worrying about she versus
he, think about this: if Lady Gaga had
come in with a sundress, a shy smile and a
gentle Texan accent, would anyone have
been put off by the appearance of Sally
Calderone?
Or what about when Nicki Minaj flows
freely between her alter-egos Martha, Roman and Barbie? No one seems to have a
problem there either; perhaps because it’s
a female playing an all-female cast, so to
speak.
And do I need to even mention David
Bowie’s alter-ego, the Thin White Duke,
back in the ‘70s? I think that says it all.

Quote of the Day

SCSU’s top five fascinating classes

Sydney Thompson
COLUMNIST

CNN recently posted an article called
“Top 22 fascinating and bizarre college
classes offered this semester.” The article
listed interesting topics that some students
might actually register for credits.
The No. 1 class that University of
South Carolina offers is called “Sociology
of Fame and Lady Gaga.”
The class isn’t on Lady Gaga, but
how society exemplifies the culture that
surrounds her fame. Some of the other
classes had to do with cyborg anthropology,
zombies, fly fishing, distractions, theory and
history of video games, joy of garbage, and
things that go bump in the night.

Another class that really might be interesting — but I don’t know if I would take
it — is called “The Phallus.”
Interesting. I definitely think that SCSU
should offer some fascinating and bizarre
classes on campus as well.
I definitely would enjoy a class where I
could just nap, and they would take inventory of my brain waves. I would love a class
where we could learn about navigation
because I am just not gifted with a good
sense of direction.
The thing is, I have to take classes
required for my major. Maybe the Mass
Communications Department should have
electives about culture as well — the effect
Katy Perry has on people, perhaps?
The thing about offering fascinating
and bizarre classes is whether professors would be willing to teach them and
whether enough students would be willing
to take them.
The other question I ponder is whether
students would take the class seriously
enough because the topic doesn’t sound
serious.
Most of the top 22 bizarre and fascinating classes are in the Anthropology
and Sociology Department. I was looking

through some of the departments on the
SCSU course catalog and talking to fellow
students, and here’s what I found as top 5
must-do classes at SCSU:
“You, Your iPod — Whose story?” —
Want to learn about the effects of pop
culture and the use of electronic devices?
The Honors Department offers this class.
“Study of Lord of the Rings” — English Department offered this class in the
past and I heard most people failed it. I
guess the students just couldn’t keep up
with the details of the movie.
“Death, Dying, and the Quality of
Life” — I took this class through the Honors Department Spring 2010. The class
talked about death relating to war, religion,
and euthanasia. This class is also available
to general students through the Psychology program. The class was fascinating,
however, depressing as well.
“Philosophy after Graduation” — preparing to integrate philosophy into life after
graduation. This actually sounds pretty
interesting.
“Wrist and Hand Complications due to
Cycling” — Physical Education and Sport
Science program offers this class. I want to
know what I can do to prevent wrist com-

plications because I ride my bike around
campus a lot.
Most of the classes I found were fairly
standard, but I definitely would like to see
more bizarre and fascinating classes on
campus because everyone needs some oddity in their daily lives, right?

Have an opinion?
Send a letter to the
editor.
Web
www.universitychronicle.net
Email
opinions@universitychronicle.net
Mail
13 Stewart Hall, SCSU, St. Cloud,
MN 56301
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‘Frank & Nat’ relives musical friendship
Kristian Helgeson

“Laughing All the Way” and plans to do the same this Christmas.
Roy Colbert, who performed as Nat “King” Cole, also has a
Theater review
long history performing jazz and blues. He plays all around the
An historical peek into the friendship between Frank Sinatra
upper Midwest, including performances with Andrew Walesch in
and Nat King Cole was the subject of last week’s production of
the Monday Night Jazz group, often in the Veranda Lounge.
“Frank & Nat: Their Way”.
Roy has performed at Pioneer Place in the past. Last ChristThis lighthearted and poignant musical is the untold story
mas he was in “Laughing All the Way” and plans to return for this
of the music and lives of Frank Sinatra and Nat “King” Cole as
year’s performance.
seen through the eyes of the narrator, now 75 years old, who has
The 18-piece orchestra supported each vocal performance.
experienced his life through their music.
Throughout the show the audience gave standing ovations, singThis musical featured some of their greatest hits channeled
ing along and swaying with the music.
through two of Minnesota’s premier jazz singers, Andrew Walesch
The orchestra was made up of small local musical groups. The
as Sinatra and Roy Colbert as Cole.
main band, which comprised about 60 percent of the musicians,
This musical has been performed at the Pioneer Place in the
was the “Great River Jazz Collective.” The other 40 percent of
past with much success, much like the performances on Wednesthe orchestra was made up of smaller local groups or other skilled
day and Thursday nights. Andrew Walesch said, “We had four
musicians from the local area.
sold out shows last June.”
There have been a few changes since the original musical was
This has much to do with the quality and timelessness of the
performed. The main change was that the narrator and DJ posimusic, the performers, and the 18-piece orchestra that accompation have been rolled into one. The original narrator, who was
nies it all.
also one of the original writers, Bob Cushman, was not able to
Before seeing the show, I had been listening to the original
perform in this edition. So they widened the DJ position to incorFrank Sinatra and Nat “King” Cole for comparison. Without a
porate the narrator’s lines.
doubt these performers sounded almost identical. The history of
This also led to script changes, which also allowed the perthe performers and the orchestra they played with has a lot to do
formers to “add other Frank and Nat songs to the play list” and
with the impressive sound.
“remove other songs that they weren’t as connected to” said
Andrew Walesch, who played Frank Sinatra, is very expeAndrew Walesch.
rienced in jazz. He has sung in clubs and theaters across the
Walesch also added, “the only change made to the set was the
Midwest, from Chicago to Minneapolis. He has also recorded two addition of the DJ booth.” The change was made because of the
albums. One of these albums features a member of the orchestra change in the cast and script.
that performed in “Frank and Nat: Their Way,” Ken Vork.
To see these highly recommended performers in more upcomAndrew has been involved in more than just “Frank and Nat:
ing shows, check out the Pioneer Place website’s calendar at www.
Their Way” at the Pioneer Place; he was the musical director for
ppfive.com.

UPCOMING
EVENTS
Benton’s Back Yard at Carol
Hall, SCSU, Thursday at 8 p.m.
Open Mic Night at the Red
Carpet, Thursday starting at 8
p.m.
Scott & Lou at The Veranda
Lounge, Thursday at 6:30 p.m.
Lisa Lynn at The Veranda
Lounge, Friday at 9 p.m.
Chinese Moonlight Festival
at Atwood Memorial Center
Ballroom, SCSU, Saturday at
5:30 p.m.
Veranda Anniversary Party at
The Veranda Lounge, Saturday
at 5 p.m.
The Red Carpet Hosts Roster
McCabe, Sept. 8, Sell Out
Stereo, Sept. 9, and Trevor
Hall, Sept. 10.
The Press Bar & Parlor Hosts
Rhino, Sept. 9, and Them
Pesky Kids, Sept. 10.

chronicle file photo

Current Exhibit at 912 Regency:
Russell Sharon, from Sept.1-30.

The Pioneer place held their second performance of ‘Frank & Nat: Their Way’ on Wednesday and Thursday, starring
Andrew Walesch as Frank Sinatra and Roy Colbert as Nat ‘King’ Cole. Above is a photo of a previous performance of
‘Frank and Nat: Their Way.’

Jim Wand hypnotized students during kick-off
Sydney Thompson
Staff writer

Students witnessed and submitted to hypnotism at
Ritsche Auditorium Thursday night with Jim Wand as the
hypnotist for the Husky Kick-off event. As usual, Wand
performed a more conservative show at 9 p.m. and a racier,
Vegas-style show at 11 p.m.
“We always try to program events during high-risk times
like Thursday nights in the beginning of the year because
we want students to avoid events that have alcohol,” Matt
Trombley, coordinator of the event said. “We want students
to come to an event where they can build relationships; it’s
just fun for them to go to an event where they can meet
other people outside of the classroom.”
The 11 p.m. show started with Wand asking students to
put their palms on things and to stare at a colorful, spinning light. He had 30 students come up on stage, and after
they stared at the light for awhile, they fell into a deep sleep.
Wand would make colorful sound effects that sounded like
fireworks when he would tap them on the shoulder, so they
would fall into a deeper stage of hypnosis.
Wand had several safety measures for the show. He
had all the legs of the chairs taped together, he had people
stand behind chairs in case students fell backward, and he
would blow a whistle if things got out of hand.
Wand became interested in hypnotism when he was a
freshman in college because he was overweight, and he opted for hypnotism and lost 60 to 70 pounds in six months.
He holds a Ph.D. in the field of psychology, and he has
done 6,000 professional engagements. He’s been doing
hypnotism for over 25 years, and this year was his 23rd year
performing at SCSU.
“My favorite things are when people do things creative,
off the cuff, and I’ve never seen them before,” Wand said,
“When I start laughing, I can’t control myself. If you came
to the show this year, it would be totally different than last
year. I continue to do research, and I try to build my material around shows that college students are interested into.”

Some students in the audience were hypnotized, and
Wand had the hypnotized students come down from the
balcony as werewolves. The hypnotized students on stage
would have to smile as hard as they could, so the “werewolves” wouldn’t hurt them. Two of the “werewolves” had
to “mark their territories” by lifting their legs up as if they
were urinating on each other. Wand then had the “werewolves” either stay on stage or go back to their seats; this bit
was to make sure the hypnotized students in the audience
would enjoy the show.
He also had the hypnotized students on stage dance
crazily to music, and then he had them act serious. He also
pretended to completely disappear, and the hypnotized
students started to scream in despair. Wand then told the
hypnotized males that they were females and females that
they were males with all the “equipment” of the opposite
sex. He asked the hypnotized students to be a cross between
two exotic animals, and he asked them what’s difficult
about dating.
He then gave them balloon animals, and he asked them
to create a marketable toy that college students could buy.
Most of the students said the balloon animals were used for
sexual purposes. Wand then asked the students to bob their
heads to the song “Another One Bites the Dust,” and he
would have their heads synchronize with his hand moving.
He then asked them to dance back to their seats, and he
asked them to come out of the hypnotism.
“My favorite part of the hypnotist show was when the
students were exotic animals, and they had to name the
type of animal they were. I would come to another hypnotist next year because I liked all of it,” student Lindsey
Bauer said.
“I love doing shows at SCSU because the students here
are extremely appreciative, extremely receptive, and extremely reactive, so that makes for a good show. People up
here are always great subjects; the people in the audience
are always appreciative and get into it, and it makes my job
easier,” Wand said.
“People in Las Vegas come to drink and have fun, and
they don’t care because most people don’t know them there.

It’s glitzy, glamorous, but if I had to do it day in and day
out I wouldn’t enjoy it as much. I enjoy doing college campuses by far. Sometimes I do hypnosis seminars for study
skills as well. Most of the colleges that have me do that ask
me to come back again. I look forward to coming to SCSU
every year,” Wand said.

photo courtesy of www.thecollegeagency.com

Jim Wand performed with 30 students in Ritsche
Auditorium during Husky Kick-off.

“M
y favorite things are when
people do things creative, off the cuff,
and I’ve never seen them before.”

Jim Wand
Hypnotist
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The Receders close out Summertime by George

The Receders
finished off the last
of the Summertime
by George Concert
Series on Wednesday.
Summertime by
George was a free
concert and festival put
on by the Rotary Club
of St. Cloud.
Photos of The Receders
were taken by Nick Simmons,
a staff photographer for the
University Chronicle.

GREAT Theatre hosts auditions at SCSU for ‘The Wiz’
Samantha South
marquee editor

GREAT Theatre is setting up
for their upcoming production of
The Wiz with their final auditions at
SCSU this past week.
GREAT Theatre, a community
theater company, visited SCSU this
past Wednesday for a final open call
auditions for their upcoming show.
“The Wiz is actually the same
story of the Wizard of Oz,” said
Courtney Bokoboy, a coordinator
for the auditions, an events manager
for GREAT Theatre and a senior at
SCSU.
“It has all of the same characters,
Dorothy, the Scarecrow, the Lion and
the Tin Man, but it’s a smidge different since there’s an extra character
or two, but the same basic story to a
completely new set of music.”
An original 1975 Broadway
Production, The Wiz was written as
a version of “The Wonderful Wizard
of Oz,” by L. Frank Baum, in context
of African American culture, featuring an all African-American cast. The
production won seven Tony Awards,
including Best Musical in 1975.
It was later picked up by Motown
Productions and remade into a film
in 1978, starring Diana Ross and
Michael Jackson.
“Our take on The Wiz was not
necessarily looking for an all African
American cast, but we’re looking for a

diverse cast,” Bokoboy said.
“Because we are a community
theater, we want our actors and our
productions to be a good representation of what our actual local population is like with the diversity.”
GREAT Theatre is a non-profit
organization and community theater
started in 1998. According to their
website, the organization has produced over 114 shows, including five
world premiere shows. It serves close
to 1,000 youth members in productions and theater classes per year.
“A big part of GREAT Theatre is
that we’re also an educational theater,
so we’re there to help teach as well,”
Bokoboy said. “We’re not looking for
professional, we’re looking for people
who are willing to improve and work
on their skills.
This isn’t the first “Wizard of Oz”
or “The Wiz” production GREAT
Theatre has performed. Nearly four
years ago they produced “The Wizard of Oz”.
“We’re a community theater so
we’re always evolving and changing,
and so I’m really excited to see where
this next production takes us and how
much better it’s going to be compared
to where we were four years ago,”
Bokoboy said.
Bokoboy started her career at
GREAT Theatre during the previous
Wizard of Oz four years ago.
“I had done many productions
through my own high school and I
decided I wanted to try something

new and so I auditioned for one of
the GREAT Theatre shows and actually the first show I was in with them
was the Wizard of Oz. I played the
Wicked Witch of the West,” Bokoboy
said.
Recent auditions for The Wiz
have been hosted at St. Cloud State,
the Kid Stop Program, the Waite
Park Community Park Pavilion, the
Roosevelt Boys and Girls Club, the

East Side Boys and Girls Club, the
South Side Boys and Girls Club,
GREAT Studios, and at the Crossroads Center.
GREAT Theatre will have a new
take on the original production for
their upcoming show.
“It’s a lot more upbeat and soulful
than The Wizard of Oz,” Bokoboy
said. “The Wiz is a lot more grown
up you could say; the music and

the themes are a lot more suited for
adults, but it’s still a children’s show.”
The upcoming show will be held
at The Paramount Theatre from
Sept. 15 through Sept. 30. Ticket
prices are around $15.
“It’s just a really fun show,” Bokoboy said.
For more information, go to www.
greattheater.org.

chen chen / staff potographer

Candidates in the age group of 15 and over learn a dance from The Wiz as part of the audition
process.
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‘Battlefield 3’ is realistic and intense
Kristian Helgeson
game preview

photo courtesy of www.leagueoflegends.com

League of Legends is a popular iteration of the
“Aeon of Strife” style gameplay.

The history
behind ‘League
of Legends’

DICE and its father company EA
have come together again for the newest installment of the Battlefield series,
Battlefield 3, which promises to be
more than an amazing game.
Games put out by these companies
in the past, other than the Battlefield
series, include: The Sims series; The
NHL series; The Burnout series;
Madden NFL; Mirrors Edge; Medal
of Honor; and many other popular
games. With all of this video gaming
background they definitely have the
resources and experience to make the
newest Battlefield game amazing, but
how will they do this?
First, unlike many first-person
shooters on the market now, the
Battlefield series has very successfully
integrated vehicles into the multiplayer gameplay. In the newest game,
there will be armored transports,
infantry fighting vehicles, main battle
tanks, scout helicopters, attack helicopters, fighter jets, and attack jets. To
make it more intense, each one comes
with a weapon slot, gadget slot, and

upgrade slot. This will create over 80
vehicle specializations and 12 classes
of transportation.
Second, Battlefield 3 will have an
extensive co-op mode that is separate
from the single-player campaign but
still story based. The co-op mode and
single-player, unlike previous games,
truly take the idea of stealth and accuracy to a more realistic level. Some
missions will revolve around being
able to stay hidden and take out key
targets, and if you mess up, enemies
will be crawling all over you. The
single-player campaign will also take
roughly ten hours to complete.
Third, the graphics for the PC
game are top-notch and the online
multiplayer games will have 64 players, compared to the console online
games with 24 players. Players online
will have over 50 weapons and a
variety of weapon modifications. An
example of a new and exciting modification is a bi-pod for light machine
guns, which allows it to be stationary
and have increased accuracy. The developers are also bringing maps from
past Battlefield games back into play
in the “Return to Karkand” add on.

The only way to play the PC version
online is to have Origin downloaded
onto your computer. Origin is free,
but it will also keep this game from
being purchased on Steam because
of policies imposed by Valve (Steam’s
owner).
Battlefield 3 has won some impressive awards even though it has
not been released yet. At E3 it won
Best Action Game and Best Online
Multiplayer in June, and also took Best
of Gamescom at the European expo’s
public opening. Battlefield 3 looks
nothing less than promising.
The developers at DICE are planning on releasing Battlefield 3 on Oct.
25, but there will be a beta sometime
this month. The beta has yet to be announced by DICE. Pre-ordering this
game will allow you to use the Physical Warfare Pack. This bonus allows
gamers to use special edition weapons
and weapon add-ons. Anyone interested in purchasing this game should
look for videos on Youtube, which will
give a nice preview for multiplayer
and campaign, weapons, graphics,
levels, and much more.

Jun-Kai Teoh
Game column

“League of Legends,” or LoL as it is more endearingly
called, is a game by Riot Games that has taken much of
the U.S. by storm.
For those unfamiliar with the game, its basic concept
is fairly simple. Players take the role of “Champions” that
help one of two factions push the front lines into their opponents’ base.
The other faction, of course, has their own “Champions” as well. Players earn currency by killing enemy creeps
and monsters and their “Champions.”
It’s a really simple concept, easy to pick up, but very
challenging to master.
But here’s a quick history lesson for those that have only
jumped into “League of Legends” recently.
This genre, style, or trend of games has been around
for at least 10 years now.
While its exact history is often contested, it’s generally
accepted that it began with the “StarCraft” mod called
“Aeon of Strife.” This eventually started a whole new genre
that people in the modding community called “AoS.”
That mod may have started the trend, thanks to Blizzard’s wonderful editing tools, but it wasn’t until “Warcraft
3” was released and a subsequent mod called “Defense of
the Ancient” (DotA) that this genre was catapulted into
stardom.
Now, “DotA” was not the first AoS-styled map to gain
popularity. There were numerous other custom maps made
by talented modders.
But “DotA” and its subsequent versions (namely DotA:
Allstars) spawned an entire scene of competitive gaming.
Following the success of a game mod, other developers
began looking into making games that emulated the AoS
style. Among them, the more popular ones were Gas Powered Games’ “Demigod,” S2 Games’ “Heroes of Newerth
as well as Riot Games’ “League of Legends.”
Valve Corporation recently showcased their upcoming
game “DOTA 2,” a direct sequel to the popular “Warcraft
3” custom mod “DotA: Allstars.”
Valve Corporation even hired one of the developers
from the “DotA: Allstars” mod, an American known only
as “IceFrog,” to be the lead designer in “DOTA 2.”
But they’re not the only ones to have done so, as Riot
Games also hired one of the developers of “DotA: Allstars” to work on “League of Legends.”
In fact, IceFrog was handed the “DotA: Allstars” map
to develop and manage when Feak joined Riot Games.
And so ends the history lesson on this specific genre of
games.
“League of Legends,” “Heroes of Newerth” and
“Demigod” are all available today, while “DOTA 2” will be
released sometime in 2012.
There are also various mods and custom maps available
for “StarCraft 2” and “Warcraft 3” that are of the same
style, such as the original “DotA: Allstars” for “Warcraft
3” and “Storm of the Imperial Sanctum” for “StarCraft
2”Pre-ordering this game will allow you to use the Physical Warfare Pack. This bonus allows gamers to use special
edition weapons and weapon add-ons. Anyone interested
in purchasing this game should look for videos on Youtube,
which will give a nice preview for multiplayer and campaign, weapons, graphics, levels, and much more.

photo courtesy of www.gotgame.com

The upcoming ‘Battlefield 3’ will take the idea of stealth and accuracy to a more realistic level in comparison to the previous ‘Battlefield’ series.

‘Pop Vultures’ appeals to different genres
John Russett
Album review

The self-titled debut album from Pop Vultures, an underground hip-hop group from St. Cloud, keeps Minnesota hip-hop
in the same arena as another local artist: Atmosphere.
With a lighter, less heavy feel than many albums of this genre,
Pop Vultures have developed a sound that is easy to listen to for
those not fully engaged in the hip-hop world. A wide array of
instrumentation is present throughout, while the album evolves
and grows as it progresses.
The production of their debut album is phenomenal. Nothing is buried in the mixes and everything that should be heard
comes through with clarity.
Guitar solos, horn sections, organs, and driving bass lines
carry the majority of the tracks, keeping the listener guessing as
to what is coming next.
Humor, along with some biting sarcasm, dominate the lyrical
content and make this album fun to listen to as it is clear these
three guys do not take themselves too seriously.
The first four songs seem to ease the listener into the flow of
the album. Light, sparse instrumentation keeps the vocals in the
foreground. Many times in hip-hop there is too much of an effort
to showcase what the artist is capable of and the result is a cluttered mess which is incredibly difficult to understand.
One of the great things about this album is their ability to
keep it simple, not over-complicating something which does not
need it.
The songs really begin to evolve with “Antichrist,” the sixth
track on the album. While most of this album has the feel of being light-hearted this song takes on the ever controversial topic of
religion. An organ, laid over the top of a heavier bass line, gives
way to some strings. This seems to lessen the seriousness of the
subject at hand.
The ninth track, “Get Crackin’,” is by far the most unique
song on the album. It is much heavier than any other song on the
album and seems to be more along the lines of a metal song in
the beginning. With the addition of a horn section, the song takes

a turn and falls back into the more traditional, hip-hop feel. It is
not always easy to blend together two different types of music in
one album, let alone one song, but “Get Crackin’” accomplishes
this with ease.
“A.L.O. There” takes the listener back to the roots of the
album, while still having the feeling that it is continually evolving.
The end of the album really begins with the second to last
track, “Digital Thoughts.” This song is all instrumental and true
to its title in the fact that it has much more of a digital feel.
“Digital Thoughts” bleeds right into the final track, “Purpose,” and almost serves as a long intro to the album finale. The
digital sounds continue and end the album on a high note.
As far as debut albums go, Pop Vultures have pulled together
something that stays true to the genre while also appealing to
those whose interests might typically fall outside that of traditional hip-hop.

Rating:

photo courtesy of www.popvultures.com

Pop Vultures’ new album was released this August.

Coming Out This Week: Movies. Games. Albums.
Movies:

Games:

Albums:

Shark Night 3D
Apollo 18
Contagion
Insight
We Were Here

Dead Island
Resistance 3
Star Fox 64
Rise of
Nightmares

Asa: Beautiful Imperfection
George Strait: Here For a Good Time
Grace Johns: Hurricane
The Front Bottoms
Samiam: Trips
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HOUSING

HOUSING

7 TO 9 BEDROOM
Houses. Large Bedrooms,
3 Baths, D/W, Laundry,
Parking, 2 Blocks To Miller
Library, E.P.M 251-6005

LOOK WHAT I HAVE!
1 & 2 Bdrm Apts
Available Now. Close
To SCSU And Bus Line.
Call Jacqueline 320-260-3448
www.nomgmt.com

UNIVERSITY PLACE
Apts. 4 Bedroom Apt., Heat
Paid, A/C, D/W, Parking,
Avail. E.P.M. 251-6005 excelpropmgmt.com
FEMALES AND MALES
Private Rooms In 4 Bedroom
Apts., Heat, Paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking, Clean, Close. E.P.M.
251-6005
3+4 BEDROOM
Apartments 4-7
Bedroom Houses.
Close To Campus. Call For
Specials 320-259-9673
1,2,3,4 BEDROOM
Apartments For Rent! Prime
Locations! Huge Kitchens!
Huge Bedrooms! Utilities Paid
For! New Carpet! Secured
Building With Parking lot. 3
Blocks Fom Campus Specials
On Rent! Call 320-492-1230
13th ST APARTMENTS:
1Blk N. Of Hockey Ctr(5th)
3 and 4 Bed Starting at
$230. Parking Garages,
Laundry, And Onsite Caretaker. Remodeled Units
Avail. Josh 651-270-9316
Dan 651-361-0803

AT T E N T I O N
DISCOUNTED GOLF
$10 With Student I.D.
M-F. Angushire Golf
Club 320-251-9619
BARELY USED HP
LAPTOP
With Microsoft Offfice
And Ext. Service Plan.
$500 320-493-2438

ESCAPE THE
NOISY DORM LIFE!
We Have 1 & 2 & 4 Bedroom
Apts And Single Bedrooms
Available. Heat, Basic
Cable, Trash, Water Included.
Call Laura 320-249-3090
www.nomgmt.com
GRAB A FRIEND AND
Leave The Dorm Life
Behind! Come view our 1
& 2 & 4bedroom apts and
single bedrooms. Heat, basic
cable, trash, water included.
Call Patty 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com
LOW SECURTY
Deposit SE side 1 & 2 & 4
bedroom apts and single bedrooms available. Heat, basic
cable, trash, water included.
Call Dave 320-267-4881
www.nomgmt.com
CANT FIND A PARKING
Spot? We Are Located On
The Bus Line, Close To
SCSU. 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts
And Single Bedrooms Available Call Laura 320-249-3090
www.nomgmt.com
AFFORDABLE & QUIET!
We’re Located On The SE
Side 1 & 2 & 4 Bedroom
Apts And Single Bedrooms
Available. Heat, Basic Cable,
Trash, Water Included. Call
Patty 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com
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SCSU Sports
Schedule
Sept. 5 - Sept. 11
FOOTBALL

Concordia - St. Paul
Sept. 10, 6:00 p.m.
Home

SOCCER

Southwest Minnesota
Sept. 10, 12:00 p.m.
Away
Southwest Minnesota
Sept. 17, 1:00 p.m.
Home

VOLLEYBALL

Minot State @ MSU Moorhead
Sept. 9, 10:30 a.m.
Away
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Sports Columns
A look ahead at the NFL season
Alan Gall
sports column

Another NFL Preseason has
concluded and has reinvigorated the
football fiend within. With the lockout
headlines long gone and the free agent
scramble concluded, the only way to
occupy the football inclined mind is
to speculate the which teams will rise
above the rest come January.
Where better to start the regular
season analysis than our own backyard?
This year NFC North is full of
talent. When considering the possible
front-runners of this highly contested
division it is impossible to ignore the
Green Bay Packers.
With Rodgers in full command of
one of the most lethal passing attacks
in recent years, I have very little faith
that their competition will dethrone the
Super Bowl champions.
Although many consider this division already won by the green and gold,

the team that may have the best chance
to win the division may be our own
Minnesota Vikings. This might smell
like a bit of hometown optimism, but
this year Minnesota maintains most of
its defensive play-makers and still have
their workhorse Adrian Peterson to
lean on when the passing game gets too
flimsy.
The potential ace in the hole for the
Vikings may well be Christian Ponder,
their first round pick out of Florida
State. During the final preseason game
against Houston, Ponder completed a
respectable 10 of his 16 passes for 83
yards and a touchdown. Ponder showed
good accuracy and pocket awareness
against the newly rebuilt Texan defense.
He may have been quick to tuck and
run, but when your quarterback averages over seven yards on broken plays,
it’s hard to hold it against the kid.
The rising stars of the NFC South
are undoubtedly the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. Josh Freeman is a dynamic
young quarterback with the potential to

MSU Moorhead @ MSU Moorhead
Sept. 9, 6:00 p.m.
Away
Augustana College @ MSU Moorhead
Sept. 10, 12:30 p.m.
Away
Minnesota Crookston @ MSU Moorhead
Sept. 10, 5:30 p.m.
Away

Photo courtesy of zimbio.com

Viking Adrian Peterson attempts to avoid a tackle by the Green Bay
Packers.

bring the nearly forgotten franchise to
the playoffs this year.
But in order bring glory back to
Tampa, they will have to contend with
the New Orleans Saints. Drew Brees
at 32-years-old has incredible depth to
work with on the offensive side of the
ball and Jonathan Vilma continues to
be a leader on defense. Any playoff
hopefuls will surely have to best Sean
Payton’s Saints.
There is no way to get around picking Philadelphia’s own “Dream Team”
when analyzing the NFC East. With
the addition of the ultimate off-season
prize, Nnamdi Asomugha, the Eagles
have cemented themselves as the team
to beat this year.
With all of the media attention in
Philadelphia, this may be the year that
Tony Romo has been waiting for in
Dallas. If Romo can stay healthy this
year, the Cowboys have a great chance
to find the playoffs in the 2012 season.
The NFC West of 2011 may have
sent a losing team to the playoffs last
year, but I suspect a much better season
from Sam Bradford and the Rams in
the coming season. Steven Jackson has
been averaging around five yards per
carry throughout this preseason. Add
that to a respectable defense and a
strong cast of receivers for Bradford to
utilize.
St. Louis looks like they are able to
bring a great show to the turf this year.
The 49ers also look promising in
the West but need to work out some
kinks. Frank Gore is starting the season
healthy after a hip injury that slowed
the San Francisco rushing attack a year
ago. But the team still seems uncertain
of who to put under center. Expect
plenty of pressure to be laid on the
shoulders of their stout defensive unit to
close games if their offense remains in
question.

Vick: a changed man, a valuable player

Minnesota
Sports
Schedule

Sept. 5 - Sept. 11
VIKINGS

Vikings @ Chargers
Sept. 11, 3:15 p.m.
Away

TWINS

Twins vs. White Sox
Sept. 5, 1:10 p.m. and 7:10 p.m.
Home
Twins vs. White Sox
Sept. 6, 7:10 p.m.
Home
Twins vs. White Sox
Sept. 7, 7:10 p.m.
Home
Twins @ Tigers
Sept. 9, 6:05 p.m.
Away
Twins @ Tigers
Sept. 10, 3:10 p.m.
Away
Twins @ Tigers
Sept. 11, 12:05 p.m.
Away

Ahmad Warraich
sports column

There are people in this world who are blessed with
such God given talent that when they play people hold
their breath as if magic is going to happen.
In professional football, there are many such examples.
When the great Barry Sanders, running back for the
Detroit Lions, used to run with the ball he would do things
that no one thought possible. One commentator said even
his one-yard gains are fun to watch.
There are a lot of good quarterbacks in the game, like
Aaron Rodgers, Tom Brady and Peyton Manning.
But when it comes to pure entertainment, no one is better than Michael Vick.
Vick’s unlikely story and his recent contract dominates
the talk on sports radio. They should, since his come back
to the NFL is a great story in itself.
If I had written what he did and tried to publish it as a
novel I don’t think any publisher would have printed it just
because it seems, on the surface, very outrageous.
For those of us living under a rock, Vick was drafted by
the Atlanta Falcons in 2001. His electrifying performances
at Virginia Tech made him an easy choice.
On the field he lived up to his reputation but he was not
the most accurate quarterback.
What makes him special is not his speed, his ability to
dodge defensive tackles or his incredible arm strength.
It is the combination of all of them that makes him
such a special player on the field. Whenever he is passing
or running, he does things so effortlessly it is easy to see
why he was paid so much money in the first place.
Vick, however, surrounded himself with bad company.
People who had their own interest in his success.
He made some terrible decisions, one of which was the
notorious dog fighting ring he held at his estate. He was ultimately caught and he had to serve time in prison. Worse
yet, the people he trusted swindled him and left him with
nothing when he came out of prison.
Even though he got a huge contract from the Falcons,
due to financial mismanagement, he was left with more
than $20 million of debt by the time he went to prison.
When he had served his time in prison, it wasn’t clear who
wanted him and analysts debated whether he would ever
be the starting quarterback or if anyone would even be
interested.
When the Philadelphia Eagles picked him up nobody
was certain he was going to play. The consensus at the
time was that they were going to develop him and then
put him on the market. He was, after all, the third quarter
back on the depth chart behind Donovan McNabb and
Kevin Kolb. When McNabb was traded to the Redskins,
the thinking was that Kolb would start under center, since
he had a better grasp of the offense and had played pretty
well before.
The Eagles had too many holes in the offensive line
which ultimately led to a number of sacks, one of which
resulted in a Kolb concussion. This gave Vick a chance and
he made the most of it. Even when Kolb came back it was
all the more apparent that he would not be able to perform

photo courtesy of Zimbio.com

Michael Vick scrambling from New York Jet defensman Kenwin Cummings.

to the same level as was expected of him.
Fast forward to present and Vick, once the most hated
player in the NFL, is now the face of the franchise and has
become the third highest paid quarterback in the league.
Honestly, there will always be people in and around the
league that will never forgive him for what he did. That is a
judgement that we all can make, but at the end of the day,
how much atonement is needed before people will forgive
him?
I think Vick is a changed man. Losing everything puts
things into perspective. The most telling was the news conference he had right after he got his new contract. He was
more thankful for the opportunity than anything else.
He still has a long way to go professionally and I personally think that the hole he has climbed out of is not one
many people could have.
His story is a very inspirational one. It has been one of
the reasons that has motivated a lot of people in free agency to join the Eagles. I think they might not be able to win
the Super Bowl this year because of the short off-season
and training camps, but with Vick playing as he did last
season, I am sure the Eagles will contend in the post-season
for the next couple of years.
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Soccer season opener disappoints
Staff Report
The season opener for the Huskies was a
disappointment for fans.
SCSU played Fort Lewis College at Augustana College.
During the course of the game SCSU
was out-shot 21-6.
Kenzie Hanzlik had 11 saves for the
Huskies while Amanda Raso had four saves
for Fort Lewis.
SCSU was shut out while Hayley Hollenga gave it to the Huskies. Hollenga scored
two goals and had one assist to help Fort

Lewis soar past the Huskies.
Fort Lewis won the game 4-0.
The first goal was scored at 17:10 in
the game with the second goal following at
38:12.
The second half was not much better for
the Huskies when Hollenga score her second
goal at 56:30 in the game and the final goal
was at 80:07.
The Huskies have their home opener on
Sunday at 3 p.m. at Husky Stadium.

Photo Courtesy of Husky athletics

SCSU’s 2011 soccer team front row from left to right: Kara Dahmen, Jordan Doyle,
Kenzie Hanzlik, Shannon Sorensen and Kelsey Helgeson. Middle row: Amber Warzala, Becca Hodous, Mary Morhardt, Kayla Stevenson, Morgan Mayfield, Lora
Statz, Laura Moline and Kara Espinosa. Back row: Sarah Clapp, Chelsey Permenter, Sarah Anderson, CoCo Cammon, Kayla Kramer and Kate Hanzlik

Profile
Continued from Page 16
I had to succeed,” Sather said. She
helped push him down the right path.
Sather may have followed in her footsteps as he graduated high school with a
4.0. Sather admits this was part of the best
moment of his life. The other portion came
a week after graduation when his high
school baseball team won the state tournament.
“It made me feel good knowing that I
made it through high school with all the
sports going on and still did well,” Sather
said.

Continuing in his sister’s footsteps,
Sather is attending college and playing
sports. Last season he was a part of the
team that hosted the NCAA Division II
Central Region baseball tournament for
the first time in SCSU history.
As the baseball season approaches,
Sather said he is looking forward to the
spring trip. Hawaii is the destination for the
2012 baseball team.
“We will have a few days off where we
can roam around Hawaii,” Sather said with
a smile.

“B
ad things are going to happen, but you have to keep
your head up and keep on moving.”
Zac Sather
Third baseman for SCSU

shun jie yong / Staff Photographer

Sather, a mathematical economics major, says he is looking forward to the 2012
baseball spring trip.

Red Bull Mississippi Grind

Nick Simmons / Staff Photographer

Luke Hampton, 1st place winner at St. Cloud’s Battle for the Barge, doing a big
flip trick on the stairs at Red Bull Mississippi Grind Sunday afternoon.

Nick Simmons / Staff Photographer

Matt Parker, the second place winner at St. Cloud’s Battle for the Barge, does
a trick on the rail.

Nick Simmons / Staff Photographer
Nick Simmons / Staff Photographer

The Red Bull Mississippi Grind stopped in St. Paul for its first competition of
the series.

David Fink announces the top three winners for Red Bull Mississippi Grind.
First place went to Kirian Stone (left), second place went to Dan Coe (right) and
third place went to Luke Hampton (middle). Hampton did not make the cut to
the New Orleans competition.
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Group fitness offers new classes
Melanie Ovel
Fitness Review

Group Fitness has received a great amount of recognition over the years and this year
is no different. Changes have been made to better fit students’ schedules. New classes have
also been added; perhaps the most “buzzed-about” being Zumba.
Zumba is a Latin-inspired dance routine introduced to the world in 2001. Since then
it has taken off in popularity, spreading throughout the country. This summer, it finally
reached the SCSU campus in the form of a group fitness class for Campus Recreation.
“We got a lot of people asking for Zumba so we got one of our instructors certified,”
Chris Haukos, coordinator of fitness and special programs for Campus Recreation, said.
Along with Zumba, which numbers show is becoming a fast favorite, Campus Recreation has also added Burn n’ Firm and Women’s-only Aqua. These classes have helped to
create a more diverse experience for those interested in Group Fitness.
While Burn n’ Firm sounds similar to the existing Butts n’ Guts class, the workout routines differ greatly. Burn n’ Firm has more upper body work outs, while Butts n’ Guts stays
true to its name and concentrates on the lower core.
Campus recreation had also offered a women’s only swim right after Women’s only
aqua on Thursdays as well.
“Individuals of certain religions and certain cultures can’t have the male seeing them
in their swimsuit so we’re trying to accommodate them,” Haukos said.
Another new idea for Campus Recreation was an additional introductory week for
freshman and transfer students. The first week of classes was set aside for these new students to be taught introductory classes and to common group fitness classes such as Pilates,
Buts n’ Guts and all the new classes.
“We offered one class everyday that was basically an introduction to what we have,”
Haukos said.
Campus Recreation focused more on letting incoming freshman and students living in
the residence halls know about the free introductory classes.
“I think we’re seeing a bunch of new faces, and that’s nice,” Haukos said.
After this introductory period came the traditional free week for the population of

“W
e offer classes that are really similar to that and I
think that we are doing a little bit better job educating to

the diverse population that we offer something for everyone.”
Chris Haukos

Coordinator of Fitness and Special Programs

SCSU.
The total number of instructors is down from previous years.
“We’re not as fortunate as within the community where you can hire an instructor and
keep that person for years,” Haukos said.
Along with losing a few instructors, Group Fitness gained two male instructors.
“They are really excited about being part of the program . . . bringing back diversity
to personal training,” Haukos said.
Haukos also commented about changing the stereotype of female-oriented group
fitness classes. It has really helped with classes that are similar to the Insanity and P90X
workout programs, bringing males into these courses.
“We offer classes that are really similar to that and I think that we are doing a little
bit better job educating to the diverse population that we offer something for everyone,”
Haukos said.
Group Fitness has a large amount of classes, varying from Pilates and Yogalates to
Kettlebell and Cycle n’ Sculpt to Boot Camp. These classes ensure a complete workout
and give a series of diverse courses for any student to try out.

Soccer

Camps

Continued from Page 16

Continued from Page 16
sponsible for the camp.
Area high school coaches may be hired as camp counselors while area athletes are given the opportunity to share
their experience.
During the overnight camps the area athletes stay in the
dorms with the children, Seibring added.
The economy has had an effect on the camps, Seibring
said.
“For the most part our boys basketball is holding its
own . . . and still has some growth,” Seibring said.
Sumner agreed and added that some will choose the
day camp instead of the overnight option to reduce costs.
The tournament camps, however, are growing, as well
as recreational camps.
“Some will call it glorified day care. We don’t, for there
is educational components,” Seibring said.
Even though the participation may have decreased,
the camps are still self-sufficient. Seibring said SCSU does
not have a budget for the sports camps and the revenue
brought in by the camps is revenue out to cover the cost.
“There were times when camps could lose money,”
Seibring said, but added that is not the case here.
Sumner said his favorite part of the camps is seeing

west Minnesota State University on Sept. 10 at 12:00
p.m. Their next home game will be Sept. 17 at 1:00 p.m.,
where they will again play SMSU.
Beginning mid-September, Husky soccer will have a
long stretch of homes games at Husky Stadium.
Playoffs for soccer begin Nov. 2. Husky soccer is currently 0-2-0 in NSIC standings.

chen chen / Staff Photographer

Warriors’ Jordyn Strege aims for a pass
while Huskies’ Kara Dahmen goes in to
block.

chen chen / Staff Photographer

Huskies’ Kara Dahmen takes control of the ball
from Warriors’ Sarah Colleran.

chen chen / Staff Photographer

The Huskies and Warriors battle for control of the ball in the second half of the game.

the children having fun.
“Kids get dropped off and are crying because they
don’t want to stay and are asking me to call their parents,” Sumner said.
“I will ask them to give it a few hours and after an
hour they are laughing and having fun . . . they don’t
care where their mom is anymore.”
The children enjoy the camps and will request the
same roommate every year they attend the camp Sumner said.
A memory that sticks out in his mind is of a boy
whose father died just before the camp started.
A few of the campers told Sumner about it and that
they would be leaving to attend the funeral.
“The second day into the camp this boy’s mom
called and asked if he could still come because it meant
so much to him,” Sumner said.
Sumner said yes and the boy joined the camp.
“It was less than a week after his father passed and
he wanted to come to the camp,” Sumner said.

Volleyball goes 2-2 at Colorado tournament
Staff Report

During the opening weekend of volleyball SCSU won their first two matches.
SCSU played at Colorado School of
Mines. The tournament began on Friday.
The tournament started with SCSU
playing Fort Lewis. SCSU defeated Fort
Lewis 3-1.
SCSU had a total of five blocks to Fort
Lewis’ seven.
SCSU won the first two sets in the
match with Fort Lewis winning the third.
The fourth and final set was won by
SCSU.
Shelby Peterson assisted the Huskies
with just over 10 kills scored and Ellie Dietzen added 14 more kills.
Peterson and Dietzen are sophomores.
SCSU had a total score of 64 points to
Fort Lewis’ 53 to end the match.
SCSU’s second match of the day pitted
them against Colorado’s Mesa State.
Mesa State won the first two sets with
SCSU coming back and winning the next
two to make it a tied match.
The fifth set was won by SCSU, giving
the team its second victory of the day.
SCSU had a total of 15 blocks during
the second match.
Dietzen and Shelby both added 15 kills

each for the Huskies while senior Jennifer
Waterman added 13 kills and sophomore
Jordan Hansen added 10 more.
With only three seniors on the team this
year it has been a promising start to the

Husky volleyball season.
On Saturday at 12: 00 p.m., SCSU
opened the day with a match against Metro
State.
SCSU’s Lauren Cipperly, a junior, had
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Sophomore Ellie Dietzen was selected to the All-Tournament team this weekend during a tournament at Colorado School of Mines.

nine kills during the game. Cipperly is from
Andover.
Metro State’s Alysa Heath had just over
eight kills while Julie Causseaux and Emily
Greehalgh added 10 kills each.
SCSU started the tournament with a
hot streak that ended with a loss to Metro
State 3-0.
At 6:30 p.m. on Saturday, SCSU played
Colorado School of Mines.
They lost three of four sets with a .218
hitting percentage. The final score was
SCSU 60 and Colorado 78.
Senior Erica Beacom boasted an attack
percentage of .438 and nine kills.
Sophomore Dietzen came back to the
spotlight to be named to the All-Tournament Team. She was one of eight players
to be selected.
She led the team with 38 kills and seven
block assists throughout the tournament.
Full tournament results and play-byplay accounts can be found on the Husky
Athletics website.
Husky volleyball will play at MSU
Moorhead in the Dragon Classic beginning
Sept. 10.
Their first home game will be Sept. 16
versus University of Mary.
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Huskies win 26-3 in season opener
Staff Report

SCSU’s season opener was a grand performance over California University of Pennsylvania.
Thursday’s game gave Husky fans a spark of hope for the rest of the season.
To start the game Eli Shoemaker, a sophomore, forced and recovered a fumble on the
opening kick-off. Not even five minutes later Philip Klaphake, the sophomore quarterback,
rushed for a three-yard touchdown.
Klaphake completed 20 of 26 passes totaling 201 yards and one touchdown. He also
carried the ball 14 times for 60 yards and one touchdown.
Brandon Geiss, a junior at SCSU, rushed for 69 yards on 11 carries. Damon Treat, a
sophomore wide receiver, had five catches for 56 yards and one touchdown.
The Husky offense moved the ball for over 400 yards while the defense held the Vulcans to 206 yards of total offense and 56 rushing yards.
The Huskies had three quarterback sacks.
Brad Winges, a junior, had six tackles while Todd Bestgen, a sophomore, had two
sacks.
Cal U’s only points came on a 30-yard field goal in the third quarter.
The Huskies won 26-3.
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Sophomore quarterback Philip Klaphake scored a touchdown on Thursday.

SCSU hosts
summer
sports camps
Christian Bursch
Sports & Fitness Editor
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Huskies’ Kelsey Helgeson aims for the goal while Warriors’ Jena McDermott gets ready to block.

Warriors soccer beats
Huskies 2-1 Sunday
Staff Report

On Sunday, SCSU’s soccer team
played Winona State and lost 1-2. The
game had 163 attendees.
Winona State is #15 in NSIC
standings.
SCSU scored their only goal at the
second half, and totaled 15 attempted
shots throughout the game.
The first goal went to Winona’s
sophomore forward Jennifer DeRoo,

with an assist by senior Melissa
Sellier.
The second goal was scored by
senior forward Sarah Colleran with an
assist by sophomore Rebecca McCoy.
SCSU’s only goal was scored with
about 16 minutes left by center midfielder Laura Moline, with an assist by
center midfielder Mary Morhardt.
Moline is a senior and started
playing for the Huskies in 2008, while
Morhardt is a junior who made her

first appearance in 2009.
Moline completed a long kick past
Warrior goalie Anna Belpedio and hit
the right side of the opposing net.
SCSU’s Kenzie Hanzlik had a
total of seven saves to Winona States’
five.
Husky soccer will play at South-

•See Soccer / Page 14

Over the course of the
summer 1,075 individuals
and 106 teams participated
in summer camps hosted by
SCSU.
Each of the 106 teams
had an average of 10
players, according to Ron
Seibring.
Seibring is the director of sports facilities and
campus recreation.
“This creates a total of
about 2,500 kids involved in
our camps,” Seibring said.
There were 13 individual sports camps and two
summer leagues hosted at
the sports facilities at SCSU
Robert Sumner said.
Sumner is the graduate
assistant of sports camps
and facilities.
The two summer
leagues were six weeks long,
one for girls and the other
for boys.
There were also four
basketball camps: two girls
camps and two boys camps
each, with a day camp and
an overnight option.
The players who chose
the overnight option stayed
in the dorms.
Team camps were also
available: three for boys and
one for girls.

These camps center
around tournaments. There
was also a volleyball camp,
a hockey camp and four different football camps from
which to choose.
“These camps are
hosted by SCSU. There
are renters that come in
and use the facilities too,”
Seibring said.
In the camps hosted by
SCSU there is a heavy emphasis on skill development,
Seibring said, but the main
focus is to expose the school
to potential students.
The camps not only
offer skill development but
also offers off skill activities
that the children can participate in.
Some of these activities include rock climbing,
swimming and off-time
spent in the dorms.
The coaches also have
discretion as to watching
tapes and conditioning
training, Seibring said.
“SCSU coaches are
hired on as the camp directors and are recognized for
their expertice,” Seibring
said.
While coaches are hired
to assist with the camps,
Campus Recreation is re-

•See Camps /
Page 14

SCSU Athlete Profile
SCSU’s Sather plays poker when off the field
Christian Bursch
Athlete profile

Zac Sather, a Coon Rapids native and a
senior at SCSU, likes numbers and math.
Sather’s mother is an accountant and
introduced him to numbers.
“I’m not big into accounting but that
and sports got me into numbers,” Sather
said.
When he was younger he would help
his mother at work.
“If there were some things that needed
to get done I would go in and help out,”
Sather said.
Baseball has a lot of math involved
within the area of statistics.
Sather started playing baseball when he
was five years old on a team with his older
sister. His mother coached the team for
seven-year-olds.
He continued to play baseball as well
as football and basketball throughout high
school. His favorite sports were baseball
and basketball.
“I wasn’t as good at basketball ‘cause
I’m 5-foot nothing, so it didn’t work out so
well for me,” Sather said of his choice to

pursue baseball over basketball.
SCSU was a top choice for Sather as he
liked the campus and the programs offered
here. Baseball was also a mitigating factor.
“I was excited to play baseball here,”
Sather said.
Sather is majoring in mathematical economics with a minor in finance. This was a
perfect fit for a person who likes numbers.
After graduation, Sather admits he is
not sure what he would like to do but has
many options. Some of these options include becoming a financial analyst or continuing his studies in a graduate program.
Sather enjoyed playing all kinds of
sports growing up. He also liked to play
poker. He enjoyed the math that was involved with the game.
“I tried to take everyone’s money .
. . and I succeeded a lot . . . I didn’t get
anything too serious but I made a couple
thousand dollars playing,” Sather said of
his poker playing adventures as a young
man.
Today Sather likes to go to the casino
and try his luck there as a hobby.
While Sather likes to play poker and
baseball, school is his first priority. When he
is on the field he said he cannot think about

school, he needs to take his mind off of it
and focus on the game or practice.
“My favorite part of baseball is that it is
such a team-oriented sport,” Sather said.
He added that one person cannot make
the team fail or succeed. Every player has
to do well for the team to succeed.
“The hardest part of the game is that
when someone is having a slump it is hard
to get out of it and you have to try really
hard to keep your head up and stay confident,” Sather said. This may be a reason
why Sather’s philosophy in life is to live life
and move on.
“Bad things are going to happen, but
you have to keep your head up and keep on
moving,” Sather said.
Sather said that his mother pushed him
to succeed academically whereas his father
pushed him to excel in sports. While his
parents encouraged him to be successful,
Sather looked up to his older sister who was
succeeding.
“She always had really good grades . . .
and seeing her succeed made me think that
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Zac Sather’s interests go far beyond
baseball: he has a lifelong passion for
numbers and plays poker at local casinos as a hobby.

